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Abstract
In the present paper, synchronous, tabled chain code picture systems based on Lindenmayer systems (sT0L system) are studied
with respect to the ﬁniteness of their picture languages. The ﬁniteness is proved to be decidable. Additionally, a method is given for
deciding whether or not an sT0L system generates a ﬁnite picture language.
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1. Introduction
Chain code picture systems give a possibility for describing pictures. They are based on generating words over a
special alphabet and interpreting these words as pictures. They can be regarded as a formal description of the method of
working of plotters. FREEMAN introduced chain code picture languages [4].A picture is formed by a sequence of drawing
commands represented by symbols (letters). A string describes a picture, which is built by the drawing commands of
its letters. FREEMAN used the alphabet {0, . . . , 7}, whose elements are interpreted according to the following sketch.
The picture to the right, for example, is generated by the word
7012403437261545046701:
(For reconstructing begin at the circle.)
For language theoretical considerations the four directions 0, 2, 4, 6 are sufﬁcient, because the additional four do not
yield completely different results nor require different methods to prove the decidability of ﬁniteness [1]. According
to plotter commands, r , u, l, d are written as the directions right, up, left, down.
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The connection of strings and pictures suggests to search for relations between formal languages and picture sets.
The ﬁrst paper in that topic is [3]. Chomsky-based chain code picture languages have been investigated since the 1980s,
for instance in [5,7].
Context-free Lindenmayer systems are divided up in D0L systems (deterministic rewriting of letters), 0L systems
(rewriting non-deterministically), DT0L systems (selecting a replacement table non-deterministically, rewriting deter-
ministically), and T0L systems (selecting a replacement table non-deterministically, rewriting non-deterministically),
see [6].
Lindenmayer systems are biologically motivated. However, hardly any theoretical investigations on Lindenmayer-
based chain code picture languages have been carried out so far. First results on special chain code picture languageswere
presented by Dassow and Hromkovicˇ [2]. They classiﬁed the picture language families B(sD0L), B(s0L), B(sDT0L),
B(sT0L) of the synchronized D0L-, 0L-, DT0L-, T0L-systems according to their generative power and integrated them
into the hierarchy of the families of regular, context-free and context-sensitive picture languages B(REG), B(CF) and
B(CS), respectively.
In [8] (for an English version see [11]), a hierarchy of abstractions was developed such that the interpretation of a
word as a picture passes through a multilevel process. On the basis of that hierarchy, the ﬁniteness of chain code picture
languages of synchronous, deterministic, context-free Lindenmayer systems (sD0L systems) is shown to be decidable.
In [9], the investigations are extended to synchronous, simple non-deterministic, context-free Lindenmayer systems
(s0L systems). The ﬁniteness of chain code picture languages of s0L systems is also decidable. In [10], the ﬁniteness
of chain code picture languages of sDT0L systems is shown to be decidable.
The present paper concludes the investigations on synchronous, context-free Lindenmayer systems. The decidabil-
ity of the ﬁniteness of chain code picture languages of synchronous, tabled systems (sT0L systems) is investigated
and proved.
2. Fundamentals
The ﬁniteness investigations on picture languages of sT0L systems in this paper are based on the hierarchy of
abstractions developed in [8,11]. In this section, the fundamental notations are gathered.
2.1. Structures over an alphabet
LetA = {r, l, u, d} be an alphabet and (A∗, ·) be the free structure overA with the operation of concatenation. The
elements ofA∗ are words;  is the empty word. LetA+ be the set of all words ofA∗ except . Usually, the concatenation
is denoted by juxtaposition, thus leaving out the operator. Let A be the set of all ﬁnite, non-empty subsets of A∗. The
concatenation of two word sets U,V ∈ A produces the set of all words uv with u ∈ U and v ∈ V . The set A with the
operations ∪ (union) and · (concatenation) forms a semiring (A,∪, ·) because (A,∪) and (A, ·) are semigroups and
the distributive laws are valid.
All words w of the length |w| = n form the setAn. A word w ∈ An is composed of letters w1, . . . , wn unless stated
otherwise: w = w1 · · ·wn. In this context, −→wi is the word −→wi = w1 · · ·wi (0 in, −→w0 = ). The number |w|x is the
number of occurrences of the letter x in the word w. The set of all letters occurring in w is shortly written as [w]:
[w] = { x | |w|x1 }.
The elements of A∗ can be interpreted as mappings on Z2:
w : Z2 −→ Z2 (w ∈ A∗).
The empty word corresponds to the identity mapping. The atomic mappings r , l, u, d assign, to a point q ∈ Z2, its
neighbours:
r(q) = q+ (1, 0), l(q) = q− (1, 0),
u(q) = q+ (0, 1), d(q) = q− (0, 1).
The function names r , l, u, d are taken from the directions right, left, up, down. A compound word vw ∈ A∗ stands for
the concatenated mapping v ◦ w:
v ◦ w : Z2 −→ Z2 with q → w(v(q)).
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The origin of Z2 is denoted by o = (0, 0). The translations x(q) − q (x ∈ A) of any point q ∈ Z2 to its neighbours
x(q) are denoted by vx ∈ Z2. Consequently, vr = (1, 0), vl = −(1, 0), vu = (0, 1), vd = −(0, 1).
The interpretation of words as mappings on Z2 is a homomorphism from the free structure (A, ·) into the free
structure (A, ◦). The operator ◦ does not need to be written if the context shows which operation is meant.
The mappings r and l as well as u and d are inverse to each other. The mappings ru and ur as well as ld and dl
assign, to a point q, its diagonal neighbours:
ru(q) = ur(q) = q+ (1, 1), ld(q) = dl(q) = q− (1, 1).
x x¯ x⊥ x¯⊥
r l u d
l r d u
u d r l
d u l r
The mapping which leads, together with a mapping x ∈ A, to a diagonal
neighbour is denoted by x⊥. The inverse mappings of two mappings x
and x⊥ are denoted by x¯ and x¯⊥, respectively. The table to the right shows
the corresponding mappings. Note that (x⊥)⊥ = x.
2.2. Graphical embedding
A lattice graph is a graphwith the following properties: the vertex set is a subset of Z2, and each edge is incident to two
neighbours q and x(q)with q ∈ Z2 and x ∈ {r, l, u, d}. The ‘position’of the vertices is essential: in general, renaming of
vertices does not lead to an isomorphic graph in the graph-theoretic sense. Properties like directed, undirected, simply
remain unchanged.
In [8,11], we deﬁne functions that assign to each word w ∈ An and each initial vertex a ∈ Z2
• the vertex set a(w) = { −→wi (a) | i = 0, . . . n },
• the directed lattice graph (possibly with multiple edges)
ga(w) = (a(w), {(−−→wi−1(a),−→wi (a))}i=1,...,n),
• the simple, directed lattice graph sa(w) of ga(w) (without multiple edges)
sa(w) = (a(w), { (−−→wi−1(a),−→wi (a)) | i = 1, . . . , n }),
• the edge set ‖aw of sa(w)
‖aw = { (−−→wi−1(a), wi) | i = 1, . . . , n },
where an edge is described by a pair of a start point and a direction rather than a pair of start and end points,
• the picture (the shadow of sa(w)—an undirected graph)
pa(w) = (a(w), { (−−→wi−1(a),−→wi (a)), (−→wi (a),−−→wi−1(a)) | i = 1, . . . , n })
• and the picture area (the bounding box of pa(w))
a(w) =
{
(x, y)
∣∣∣∣ xa(w)xxa(w) andya(w)yya(w)
}
,
xa(w), ya(w), xa(w), and ya(w) being the border coordinates of the vertices of a(w):
xa(w) = min{ x | (x, y) ∈ a(w) }, ya(w) = min{ y | (x, y) ∈ a(w) },
xa(w) = max{ x | (x, y) ∈ a(w) }, ya(w) = max{ y | (x, y) ∈ a(w) }.
The upper index will be omitted if the mappings relate to the origin (a = o).
The picture areas are rectangles.A rectangleP is determined by two opposite vertices, the ‘lower left corner’ and the
‘upper right corner’, or the ‘upper left corner’ and the ‘lower right corner’. The notation for the rectangle determined
by two points p = (px, py) and q = (qx, qy) is
[p, q] =
{
(x, y) ∈ Z2
∣∣∣∣ min(px, qx)x max(px, qx) andmin(py, qy)y max(py, qy)
}
.
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Scaling a picture area P = [p, q] by a factor s ∈ N0 produces the picture area
sP = [sp, sq].
The union of two picture areas is not a rectangle in general. An extended unionPX uniondblPY of two picture areasPX and
PY shall be the smallest rectangle containing both PX and PY .
The following example shows the mentioned graphs for a certain word.
Example 2.1. Consider the word w = durrllurulldrdllrrdldurrr .
The directed lattice graph g(w) can be seen in the sketch to the right (for reconstructing start
at o); the vertices are marked by dots . The simple, directed lattice graph s(w) is produced
by removing multiple edges, in this example by omitting an edge from o down to (0,−1).
All elements of the edge set ‖w are pairs (p, x), where p ∈ Z2 and x ∈ A. Such a pair (p, x) is contained in ‖w if and
only if the directed lattice graph contains an edge from the vertex p to the vertex x(p). For instance, ((0,−1), r) ∈ ‖w
because there is an edge from (0,−1) to its right neighbour r((0,−1)) = (1,−1). In contrast, ((1,−1), l) /∈ ‖w
because there is no edge from (1,−1) to its left neighbour l((1,−1)) = (0,−1).
The picture p(w) arises from the simple, directed lattice graph s(w) by omitting the
directions of the edges. It can be seen in the sketch to the right. (Once the picture
is produced it is not longer essential how this was done.) The vertices are not explicitly
drawn. The grey area symbolizes the corresponding picture area [−(2, 2), (2, 2)].
The sets A∗ of words, {ga(w)} of directed lattice graphs, {sa(w)} of simple, directed lattice graphs, and {pa(w)} of
pictures (w ∈ A∗, a ∈ Z2) form different levels of a hierarchy of abstractions. On the lowest level, words of a language
are considered. Interpreting those words as directed lattice graphs leads to the next level. One gets to the third level by
reducing multiple edges to one. The highest level is reached by omitting the directions of edges.
2.3. Special endomorphisms
An endomorphism h on the semiring (A,∪, ·) is a structure-preserving mapping h : A → A, i.e. h(U ∪ V ) =
h(U) ∪ h(V ) and h(U · V ) = h(U) · h(V ). (In particular, h is completely determined by specifying h({x}) for every
x ∈ A.)
Let ,  be two natural numbers, ,  ∈ N0. An endomorphism h on the semiring (A,∪, ·) is called a (, )-
endomorphism if, for all x ∈ A, the following conditions (called synchronization conditions) are satisﬁed:
If x′ ∈ h({x}), then
(1) x′(o) = vx and
(2) (x′) ⊆ [o, vx]uniondbl [vx⊥ , vx¯⊥].
Applying h to a set of wordsW is called deriving; the set h(W) is obtained in one derivation step. The n-ary composition
of a (, )-endomorphism h is shortly written as hn. Every element of hn({w}), w ∈ A∗, is called an nth derivative
of w.
The following example illustrates the synchronization conditions.
Example 2.2. Let h be an endomorphism on (A,∪, ·) with
h({r}) = {rdruurdr, rurrddlurr} and h({x}) = {xxxx} for x = r.
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Then, one obtains
(rdruurdr)(o) = vr + vd + vr + vu + vu + vr + vd + vr = 4vr ,
(rurrddlurr)(o) = vr + vu + vr + vr + vd + vd + vl + vu + vr + vr = 4vr ,
(xxxx)(o) = 4vx.
The ﬁrst synchronization condition is satisﬁed for  = 4. The ﬁrst derivatives are the words rdruurdr, rurrddlurr, llll,
uuuu, and dddd. The corresponding simple, directed lattice graphs and their picture areas are shown below.
All points of a derivative x′ ∈ h({x}) lie in the picture area 4[o, vx]uniondbl [vx⊥ , vx¯⊥]. Hence, the endomorphism h is a
(4, 1)-endomorphism.
The ﬁrst synchronization condition is about the position of the endpoints of the pictures belonging to the ﬁrst
derivatives of the alphabet; the second condition forces every picture of a derivative of x ∈ A to lie in a certain
rectangle.
Let w be a word of An. The concatenation of word sets implies
{w} = {w1 . . . wn} = {w1} . . . {wn}.
Furthermore, let h be a (, )-endomorphism; by deﬁnition of homomorphisms, one has
h({w}) = h({w1 · · ·wn}) = h({w1} · · · {wn}) = h({w1}) · · ·h({wn}),
and, for a ﬁnite word set W ∈ A,
h(W) = ⋃
w∈W
h({w}).
The cardinality of a set M is denoted by |M|; consequently, |h({w})| is the number of the ﬁrst derivatives of w.
Note, that a (, )-endomorphism exists for any natural numbers  and ; for instance,
h : {x} → {x} (x ∈ A)
is a (, )-endomorphism for any natural number  ∈ N0.
Let 0 ∈ N0 be a natural number. For any natural number 0, the picture area 0[vx⊥ , vx¯⊥] is a subset of
[vx⊥ , vx¯⊥].
Proposition 2.3. Each (, )-endomorphism is also a (, + 1)-endomorphism.
The parameter  is a factor of the length changing in one derivation step; in the case of  = 0, the endomorphism is
called length contracting, in the case of  = 1, length constant, and in the case  > 1, length expanding. The parameter
 is an upper bound of the width changing in one derivation step.
If, for a (, )-endomorphism h, h({x}) is a singleton set for every letter x ∈ A, then each word has exactly one
derivative; the set signs are omitted in that case: h(w) = w′.
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2.4. Chain code picture systems
In this section, synchronous, tabled, context-free chain code picture systems based on Lindenmayer systems (sT0L
systems) are deﬁned and set in connection with simple non-deterministic systems (s0L systems).
2.4.1. sT0L systems
An sT0L system is a triple
G = (A, h,)
with the alphabet A = {r, l, u, d}, a ﬁnite, non-empty set h = {h1, . . . , hm} of (i , i )-endomorphisms hi , and a
non-empty word  over A (called the axiom).
The set of all n-ary compositions of elements of h is denoted by hn
hn = { hi1 ◦ · · · ◦ hin | ij ∈ {1, . . . , m}; j = 1, . . . , n };
applying all those compositions to a set of words W yields the set
hn(W) = { h(n)(w) | h(n) ∈ hn,w ∈ W }.
Composing all elements of hn with an (, )-endomorphism g yields
hn ◦ g = { h(n) ◦ g | h(n) ∈ hn },
similarly, the composition of two sets hk and hn is
hk ◦ hn = { h(k) ◦ h(n) | h(k) ∈ hk, h(n) ∈ hn } = hk+n.
The picture language PG generated by an sT0L system G is deﬁned to be the set of all pictures of derivatives of the
axiom :
PG = { p(w) | w ∈ hn({}), n ∈ N0 }.
An sT0L system is called length expanding if at least one (i , i )-endomorphism hi ∈ h has this property. An sT0L
system is called length contracting if all endomorphisms of h are length contracting. In the other cases, at least one
endomorphism of h is length constant while the others are length contracting. Those sT0L systems are called length
constant.
In order to use results about simple non-deterministic systems (s0L systems), simple non-deterministic subsystems
and supersystems are deﬁned below. For a better understanding, the deﬁnitions of an s0L system and its picture language
are recalled ﬁrst (see [9]).
An s0L system is a triple
G = (A, h,),
where A is the alphabet A = {r, l, u, d}, h is a (, )-endomorphism, and  is a non-empty word over A. The picture
language PG generated by an s0L system G is deﬁned to be the set of all pictures of derivatives of the axiom :
PG = { p(w) | w ∈ hn({}), n ∈ N0 }.
An s0L system is called length expanding (contracting, constant) if the (, )-endomorphism belonging to it has this
property.
2.4.2. Simple non-deterministic subsystems
Let G = (A, h,) be an sT0L system with h = {h1, . . . , hm}. Then an s0L system U = (A, h◦,) with h◦({x}) ⊆
hi({x}) for an index i ∈ {1, . . . , m} is called an s0L subsystem of G. In the case of the equality h◦({x}) = hi({x}),
the s0L subsystem U = (A, h◦,) is said to be maximal.
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Proposition 2.4. An sT0L system G = (A, h,) with h = {h1, . . . , hm} has exactly the maximal s0L subsystems
Ui = (A, hi,) for i = 1, . . . , m.
An s0L subsystem Ui = (A, hi,) of an sT0L system G = (A, h,) generates the picture language
PUi = { p(w) | w ∈ hni ({}), n ∈ N0 },
which is a subset of the picture language generated by the system G
P(Ui) ⊆ { p(w) | w ∈ hn({}), n ∈ N0 } = P(G).
The following proposition follows immediately from the deﬁnitions.
Proposition 2.5. The picture language generated by an s0L subsystem of an sT0L system G is a subset of the picture
language generated by G.
The following example gives an idea of subsystems.
Example 2.6. Let h1, h2 be two (2, 1)-endomorphisms with
h1({u}) = {uludru}, h1({r}) = {rr, rudr}, h1({x}) = {xx} for x ∈ {l, d}
and
h2({u}) = {urudlu}, h2({x}) = {xx} for x = u.
Furthermore, let h = {h1, h2} and G be the sT0L system (A, h, u). The s0L systems U1 = (A, h1, u) and U2 =
(A, h2, u) are the maximal s0L subsystems of the sT0L system G.
If we derive the axiom u twice with respect to G, we obtain the following simple, directed lattice graphs:
The lattice graphs generated by U1 and U2 are marked by ◦ and , respectively. In two derivation steps, no more
graphs arise.
2.4.3. Simple non-deterministic supersystems
An s0L system S = (A, h◦,) is called a simple non-deterministic supersystem (shortly s0L supersystem) of a
tabled chain code picture system G (written S  G) if each derivative of a word w ∈ A∗ with respect to G is also a
derivative with respect to S.
Proposition 2.7. Let G = (A, h,) be an sT0L system.
The s0L system S = (A, h◦,) is an s0L supersystem of G if and only if the derivatives of any letter x ∈ A by the
endomorphisms of h are also derivatives by h◦:
h({x}) ⊆ h◦({x}) for x ∈ A.
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Proof. If h({x}) ⊆ h◦({x}) for every letter x ∈ A, the inclusion is satisﬁed for words also. Thus, the derivatives of a
word w by h are also derivatives by h◦; the s0L system S is an s0L supersystem of G.
If the inclusion is not satisﬁed, there is a letter x ∈ A and a derivative w ∈ A∗ of x with respect to G, but w is
not a derivative of x with respect to S. Hence, not every derivative by G is a derivative by S. Thus, S is not an s0L
supersystem of G. 
An s0L supersystem S = (A, h◦,) of an sT0L system G = (A, {h1, . . . , hm},) is said to be minimal in the case
of equality:
h◦({x}) =
m⋃
i=1
hi({x}) for x ∈ A.
The following lemma concerns the existence of s0L supersystems.
Lemma 2.8. Let G = (A, {h1, . . . , hm},) be an sT0L system.
(1) The system G has an s0L supersystem if and only if two natural numbers ,  exist such that every (i , i )-
endomorphism hi (i = 1, . . . , m) is also a (, )-endomorphism.
(2) If G has an s0L supersystem, it has exactly one minimal s0L supersystem.
Proof. Let G = (A, {h1, . . . , hm},) be an sT0L system.
(1) First, let two -parameters i , j be different. Suppose, an s0L supersystem S = (A, h◦,) of G exists. Then,
every derivative in h1({x}) or in h2({x}) belongs to h◦({x}) (x ∈ A). But there is no natural number  such
that h◦ meets the conditions for an (, )-endomorphism (with an arbitrary -parameter). Hence, G has no s0L
supersystem.
Now, let G be such a system that every hi is a (, i )-endomorphism. According to Proposition 2.3, every hi is
also a (, )-endomorphism with  max{1, . . . , m}. Hence, h◦ with
h◦({x}) = h1({x}) ∪ · · · ∪ hm({x})
is also a (, )-endomorphism and the system S = (A, h◦,) is an s0L supersystem of G.
(2) If G has an s0L supersystem, there are two natural numbers ,  and every endomorphism hi is a (, )-
endomorphism. Then, h◦ with
h◦({x}) = h1({x}) ∪ · · · ∪ hm({x})
is also a (, )-endomorphism. Hence, S = (A, h◦,) is a minimal s0L supersystem of G. It is unique. 
The lemma above yields the following proposition.
Proposition 2.9. In the case that an sT0L system G has an s0L supersystem, the picture language PG generated by G
is a subset of the picture language PS generated by the minimal s0L supersystem S of G.
The following example illustrates the correlation. It continues the example on s0L subsystems (Example 2.6).
Example 2.10. Let h1, h2 be the (2, 1)-endomorphisms of the example on s0L subsystems. They are recalled here:
h1({u}) = {uludru}, h1({r}) = {rr, rudr},
h1({x}) = {xx} for x ∈ {l, d}
and
h2({u}) = {urudlu}, h2({x}) = {xx} for x = u.
The system G = (A, {h1, h2}, u) is an sT0L system. As seen in Example 2.6, the two s0L systems U1 = (A, h1, u)
and U2 = (A, h2, u) are the maximal s0L subsystems of G.
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The sT0L system G has the minimal s0L supersystem
S = (A, h,),
where h is the (2, 1)-endomorphism with
h({x}) = {h1(x), h2(x)}.
Hence,
h({u}) = {uludru, urudlu},
h({r}) = {rr, rudr},
h({x}) = {xx} for x ∈ {l, d}.
After deriving the axiom u twice with respect to S, the following simple, directed lattice graphs are produced:
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In two derivation steps, no more lattice graphs arise.
The lattice graphs generated with respect to G are marked by . The s0L systems U1 and U2 generate the graphs
marked by and , respectively. The example shows that all pictures generated by G are also generated by S. It can
be seen that S generates more pictures than G although S is minimal.
3. Finiteness of sT0L systems
In tasks involving chain code picture systems, it is often necessary to determine whether or not a given system
generates a ﬁnite picture language or which systems generate picture languages with certain properties.
In this section, conditions are derived for deciding whether an sT0L system generates a ﬁnite picture language or
not. Let G = (A, h,) be an sT0L system with a set h = {h1, . . . , hm} of (i , i )-endomorphisms hi . The derivative
of a letter x ∈ A by an n-ary composition hi1 ◦ · · · ◦ hin (hi1 , . . . , hij ∈ h) maps the origin o to the point i1 · · · invx .
This can be concluded from the ﬁrst synchronization condition by induction over n. Furthermore, for a derivative
x′ ∈ hi({x}) by an endomorphism hi ∈ h, one concludes x′(o) = ivx + c(vx + vx¯ ) + d(vx⊥ + vx¯⊥) for two natural
numbers c, d. This means that x⊥ and x¯⊥ have the same number of occurrences in the derivative x′, and the difference
of the numbers of occurrences of x and x¯ is i . These observations are summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let x ∈ A. If x′ is a derivative of x by an endomorphism hi ∈ h and x(n) is an nth derivative of x,
x(n) ∈ (hi1 ◦ · · · ◦ hin)({x}) for hi1 , . . . , hin ∈ h,
then
(1) x(n)(o) = i1 · · · invx ,
(2) |x′|x = i + |x′|x¯ ,
(3) |x′|x⊥ = |x′|x¯⊥ .
The ﬁrst statement can be extended to words.
Proposition 3.2. Let w ∈ A∗. If w(n) ∈ (hi1 ◦ · · · ◦ hin)({w}) is an nth derivative of w, then
w(n)(o) = i1 · · · inw(o).
Proof. Let w = w1 . . . wl be a word ofAl and w(n)1 , . . . , w(n)l be derivatives of w1, . . . , wl by hi1 ◦ · · · ◦ hin such that
w(n) = w(n)1 · · ·w(n)l . Then, one obtains
w(n)(o) = (w(n)1 · · ·w(n)l )(o)
= w(n)1 (o) + · · · + w(n)l (o) ([11], Proposition 2.3)
= i1 · · · invw1 + · · · + i1 · · · invwl (Proposition 3.1)
= i1 · · · in (w1(o) + · · · + wl(o))
= i1 · · · inw(o) ([11], Proposition 2.3). 
The considered chain code picture systems are separated by their ‘length behaviour’. First, length contracting systems
are considered, then length expanding systems and ﬁnally length constant systems.
Let G = (A, h,) be a length contracting sT0L system with a ﬁnite, non-empty set h = {h1, . . . , hm} of (0, i )-
endomorphisms hi . Let  be the maximum of all i :
 = max{ i | i = 1, . . . , m }.
According to Proposition 2.3, every hi is also a (0, )-endomorphism.
The minimal s0L supersystem S = (A, h◦,) of G is a length contracting s0L system and its endomorphism h◦ is
also a (0, )-endomorphism.According to Theorem 3.1 of [9], the picture language PS contains (+ 1)4 + 1 elements
at most. Following Lemma 2.8, also PG has (+ 1)4 + 1 elements at most.
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Theorem 3.3. Every length contracting sT0L system G = (A, {h1, . . . , hm},), where the endomorphisms hi
(i = 1, . . . , m) are (0, )-endomorphisms, generates a ﬁnite picture language PG with ( + 1)4 + 1 elements at
most:
|PG|(+ 1)4 + 1 < ∞.
Let G = (A, h,) be a length expanding sT0L system with h = {h1, . . . , hm}. Since G is length expanding, one
of the endomorphisms hi is length expanding. Without loss of generality, let h1 be length expanding. Hence, the s0L
subsystem U = (A, h1,) is length expanding. The picture language of any length expanding s0L system is inﬁnite
(see [9]). Since the picture language generated byU is a subset of the picture language generated byG (Proposition 2.5),
also the picture language of G is inﬁnite.
Theorem 3.4. Every length expanding sT0L system generates an inﬁnite picture language.
Length constant s0L systems and length constant sDT0L systems can generate ﬁnite and inﬁnite picture languages
[9,10]. They are special length constant sT0L systems. Hence, also length constant sT0L systems can generate ﬁnite
and inﬁnite picture languages.
In this section, a ﬁniteness criterion for sT0L systems is given and proved. It is shown how one can decide whether
an sT0L system generates a ﬁnite picture language or not.
Let g = {g1, . . . , gk} be a ﬁnite and non-empty set of (0, )-endomorphisms and f = {f1, . . . , fm} be a ﬁnite, non-
empty set of (1, )-endomorphisms. The union of both sets is denoted by h = g ∪ f . Furthermore, let G = (A, h,)
be an sT0L system. The investigations on deterministic, simple non-deterministic and deterministic tabled systems
[8–10] suggest the following supposition: The picture language PG generated by G is ﬁnite if and only if, for every
letter x ∈ [h2({})] occurring in a second derivative of , all derivatives of x by the length constant endomorphisms
of f up to the third derivation produce no other x-edge than (o, x).
Let ‖xw be the set of all x-edges produced by the word w. Then the supposition can be formulated as
|PG| < ∞⇐⇒∀x ∈ [h2({})] : ‖xx = ‖xf ({x}) = ‖xf 2({x}) = ‖xf 3({x}).
Suppose, a letter x ∈ [h2({})] occurs in a second derivative of the axiom  and l ∈ {1, 2, 3} is a derivation step
such that an lth derivative of x by length constant endomorphisms produces a new x-edge:
∃x ∈ [h2({})] ∃l ∈ {1, 2, 3} : ‖xx = ‖xf l({x}).
According to Proposition 3.1, for any lth derivative x(l) ∈ f l({x}), one has
x(l)(o) = vx.
Hence, the letter x occurs in every derivative x(l). The edge set ‖xx consists of the edge (o, x). The edge set of the lth
derivatives f l({x}) contains another x-edge: (q, x) ∈ ‖xf l({x}) with q = o.
Let x(l) ∈ hl({x}) be an lth derivative of x. Since x occurs in the word x(l), there are two words x̂, x˜ satisfying
x(l) = x̂ x x˜ and x̂(o) = q.
After deriving the word x(l) for l times by length constant endomorphisms, a word x(2l) = x̂(l) x̂ x x˜ x˜(l) arises with
x̂ (l) ∈ f l({ x̂ }) and x˜(l) ∈ f l({ x˜ }).
Hence, the word x(2l) is a 2lth derivative of x: x(2l) ∈ (f l)2({x}) ⊆ f 2l ({x}). According to Proposition 2.2 in [11] and
Proposition 3.1, one has
( x̂ (l) x̂ )(o) = x̂(l)(o) + x̂(o) = x̂(o) + x̂(o) = 2q.
Thus, the edge (2q, x) is an element of ‖xx(2l). In general, deriving x for nl times yields a word
x(nl) = x̂((n−1)l) · · · x̂(l) x̂ x x˜ x˜(l) · · · x˜((n−1)l),
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with y(kl) ∈ f kl({y}) for y ∈ {̂x, x˜} and k = 1, . . . , n − 1. The edge (nq, x) is an element of ‖xx(nl):
(nq, x) ∈ ‖xx(nl).
Since x occurs in a second derivative of the axiom,  has a second derivative
w = ŵ x w˜ ∈ h2({}).
Let ŵ(nl) ∈ f nl({ŵ}) and w˜(nl) ∈ f nl({w˜}), then, the word w(nl) = ŵ(nl)x(nl)w˜(nl) is an (nl)th derivative of w:
w(nl) ∈ f nl({w}).
The edge set of w(nl) is
‖w(nl) = ‖ŵ(nl) ∪ ‖ŵ(nl)(o)x(nl) ∪ ‖(ŵ(nl)x(nl))(o)w˜(nl) ([11], Proposition 2.4)
= ‖ŵ(nl) ∪ ‖ŵ(o)x(nl) ∪ ‖(ŵx)(o)w˜(nl) (Proposition 3.2).
With (nq, x) ∈ ‖xx(nl) for n ∈ N, one obtains (nq+ ŵ(o), x) ∈ ‖ŵ(o)x(nl). Hence,
(nq+ ŵ(o), x) ∈ ‖w(nl).
Thus, the point nq+ ŵ(o) belongs to the vertex set of w(nl), for n ∈ N:
nq+ ŵ(o) ∈ w(nl).
The word w(nl) is an (nl)th derivative of a second derivative of the axiom, so it is an (nl + 2)th derivative of the axiom:
w(nl) ∈ hnl+2({}).
The vertex set is
w(nl) ∈ { v | v ∈ hnl+2({}) }.
Hence,
{w(nl)} ⊆ { v | v ∈ hnl+2({}) },
which leads to the inclusion
{ w(nl) | n ∈ N } ⊆ { v | v ∈ hnl+2({}), n ∈ N }.
The set { v | v ∈ hnl+2({}), n ∈ N } is a subset of
{ v | v ∈ f n({}), n ∈ N0 }.
Since q differs from zero, there are inﬁnitely many vertices nq+ ŵ(o) with n ∈ N. For every n, the vertex set w(nl)
is ﬁnite. Hence, there are inﬁnitely many vertex sets:
|{ w(nl) | n ∈ N }| = ∞.
From the inclusion
{ w(nl) | n ∈ N } ⊆ { v | v ∈ hn({}), n ∈ N0 },
one concludes the inﬁnity of the set of all derived vertex sets:
|{ v | v ∈ hn({}), n ∈ N0 }| = ∞.
If two vertex sets u, v differ, the corresponding pictures also differ: p(u) = p(v). Hence, the picture language PG
is inﬁnite:
|PG| = |{ p(v) | v ∈ hn({}), n ∈ N0 }| = ∞.
So, we have proved one part of the equivalence supposed above. The result is summarized in the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.5. If the picture language PG generated by G is ﬁnite, for every letter x ∈ [h2({})] occurring in a second
derivative of , all derivatives of x by the length constant endomorphisms of f up to the third derivation produce no
other x-edge than (o, x):
|PG| < ∞ ⇒ ∀x ∈ [h2({})] : ‖xx = ‖xf ({x}) = ‖xf 2({x}) = ‖xf 3({x}).
Now suppose, for all letters x in a second derivative of the axiom:
‖xx = ‖xf ({x}) = ‖xf 2({x}) = ‖xf 3({x}).
Lemma 3.6. Any letter produced by G also occurs in a second derivative:
[hn({})] ⊆ [h2({})].
Proof. At least one endomorphism of h is length constant. According to Proposition 3.1, for any x ∈ A,
x ∈ [h({x})].
This implies, for an arbitrary word w ∈ A∗ and a derivation step n ∈ N0,
[hn({w})] ⊆ [hn+1({w})],
which proves one part of the claim:
[hn({})] ⊆ [h2({})] for n2.
By induction over the derivation step, one can prove that the set of letters does not change any more if it does not
change in one step:
If [hn({w})] = [hn+1({w})], then [hn({w})] = [hn+k({w})] for k ∈ N.
This is used to show the equality
[hn({})] = [h2({})]
for n > 2. Let x ∈ [] be a letter of the axiom . Since we have the inclusions {x} ⊆ [h({x})] ⊆ [h2({x})], there are
two cases:
(1) {x} = [h({x})] or [h({x})] = [h2({x})],
(2) {x} ⊂ [h({x})] ⊂ [h2({x})].
In the ﬁrst case, we immediately obtain [h2({x})] = [hn({x})] for every derivation step n2. The second case
contains two subcases:
(a) x¯ ∈ [h({x})]. Since x¯ produces a new letter and x⊥, x¯⊥ occur pairwise, one has [h2({x})] = A.
(b) x⊥ ∈ [h({x})] or x¯⊥ ∈ [h({x})]. The letter x produces x⊥ and x¯⊥ at the same time. Hence, [h({x})] = {x, x⊥, x¯⊥}
and [h2({x})] = A.
In any case, we have [h2({x})] = [hn({x})] for every derivation step n2. If  = w1 · · ·wl , one has
[hn({})] = [hn({w1}) · · ·hn({wl})]
= [hn({w1})] ∪ · · · ∪ [hn({wl})]
= [h2({w1})] ∪ · · · ∪ [h2({wl})]
= [h2({w1}) · · ·h2({wl})]
= [h2({})]
for n2. Any letter occurring in an arbitrary derivation step also occurs in a second derivative. 
Thus, we have
‖xx = ‖xf ({x}) = ‖xf 2({x}) = ‖xf 3({x})
for all letters x occurring in an arbitrary derivative and not only in a second derivative.
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The edge set of the derivatives of a word w by the length constant endomorphisms is composed of the edge sets of
the derivatives of the letters of w.
Proposition 3.7. The edge set ‖f n({w}) of thenth derivatives of a wordw ∈ A∗ by the length constant endomorphisms
is
‖f n({w}) = ⋃
(q,x)∈‖w
‖qf n({x}).
Proof. Let w ∈ Al be a word w1 . . . wl . The edge set of w is
‖w = ‖w1 ∪ ‖−→w1(o)w2 ∪ · · · ∪ ‖−−→wl−1(o)wl = {(o, w1), (−→w1(o), w2), . . . , (−−→wl−1(o), wl)}.
The edge set of the nth derivatives by length constant endomorphisms is
‖f n({w}) = ‖f n({w1 . . . wl})
= ‖f n({w1})f n({w2}) . . . f n({wl})
= ‖f n({w1}) ∪ ‖−→w1(o)f n({w2}) ∪ · · · ∪ ‖−−→wl−1(o)f n({wl}) (Proposition 3.1)
= ⋃
(q,x)∈‖w
‖qf n({x}).
The edge set of the derivatives is obtained by replacing the initial edges by the edge sets of the corresponding
derivatives. 
Let w ∈ A∗ be a word. Proposition 3.7 is applicable especially to any derivative of w by the length constant
endomorphisms:
∀j ∈ N0 ∀y ∈ f j ({w}) ∀i ∈ N : ‖f i({y}) = ⋃
(q,x)∈‖y
‖qf i({x}).
This yields
∀j ∈ N0 ∀i ∈ N : ⋃
y∈f j ({w})
‖f i({y}) = ⋃
y∈f j ({w})
( ⋃
(q,x)∈‖y
‖qf i({x})
)
.
On the one hand, one has, for any j ∈ N0 and i ∈ N,⋃
y∈f j ({w})
( ⋃
(q,x)∈‖y
‖qf i({x})
)
= ⋃
(q,x)∈∪y∈f j ({w})
‖y‖qf i({x}),
one the other hand, the deﬁnition of edge sets says
‖f i({y}) = ⋃
v∈f i({y})
‖v and ‖f j ({w}) = ⋃
y∈f j ({w})
‖y.
This leads to
∀j ∈ N0 ∀i ∈ N : ⋃
y∈f j ({w})
( ⋃
v∈f i({y})
‖v
)
= ⋃
(q,x)∈∪y∈f j ({w})‖y
‖qf i({x}),
which is the same as
∀j ∈ N0 ∀i ∈ N : ⋃
v∈f i+j ({w})
‖v = ⋃
(q,x)∈‖f j ({w})
‖qf i({x}).
Hence,
∀j ∈ N0 ∀i ∈ N : ‖f i+j ({w}) = ⋃
(q,x)∈‖f j ({w})
‖qf i({x}).
Proposition 3.7 can be generalized as follows.
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Proposition 3.8. The edge set ‖f n({w}) of the nth derivatives of a wordw ∈ A∗ by the length constant endomorphisms
is
‖f n({w}) = ⋃
(q,x)∈‖f n−i ({w})
‖qf i({x}) for i = 1, . . . , n.
The edge set Kn belonging to the nth derivation step is obtained from the edge set Kj of a lower step j < n by
replacing every edge of Kj by all its (n − j)th derivatives.
Let w ∈ A∗ be a word with only those letters occurring in a second derivative of the axiom and Mi(w) be the set of
edges that can be edges of an ith derivative of w by the length constant endomorphisms. If w = w1 . . . wl , then
Mi(w) = Mi(w1) ∪ M−→w1(o)i (w2) ∪ · · · ∪ M
−−→wl−1(o)
i (wl),
where Mai (x) is obtained from Mi(x) by translating the edges by a. For i = 0 and a letter x, one has Mi(x) = M0(x) =‖x = {(o, x)}. The synchronization condition for a derivative x′ of x by a (1, )-endomorphism of f ,
x′ ⊆ [vx⊥ , vx¯⊥]uniondbl [o, vx],
yields, for the vertex set x′,
x′ ⊆ { vx⊥ , vx⊥ + vx |  ∈ Z and −  }.
Since x does not produce another x-edge, M1(x) is
M1(x) =
{
(vx⊥ , x
⊥), (vx⊥ + vx, x⊥),
(vx¯⊥ , x¯
⊥), (vx¯⊥ + vx, x¯⊥)
∣∣∣∣  ∈ Z and − − 1 }
∪ { (vx⊥ + vx, x¯) |  ∈ Z and −  }
∪ {(o, x)}.
The following ﬁgure shows the edges of M1(u):
The edges of M1(x) do not produce another x-edge when derived. Similarly, no new x¯-edge is produced, because
new x¯- and x-edges arise pairwise. Thus, only new x⊥- or x¯⊥-edges occur. They are derived from x¯-edges of M1(x).
Hence, the set M2(x) is
M2(x) =
{
(vx⊥ , x
⊥), (vx⊥ + vx, x⊥),
(vx¯⊥ , x¯
⊥), (vx¯⊥ + vx, x¯⊥)
∣∣∣∣  ∈ Z and − 22− 1 }
∪ { (vx⊥ + vx, x¯) |  ∈ Z and −  }
∪ {(o, x)}.
The following ﬁgure shows the edges of M2(u):
If there is an edge in M3(x) but not in M2(x), this edge is produced by an edge of M2(x) that is not in M1(x). Since
the x⊥- and x¯⊥-edges occurring in M2(x) for the ﬁrst time are obtained from x¯-edges by deriving once and from the
x-edge by deriving twice, they do not yield new x¯- nor new x-edges. Hence, they do not produce new x⊥- or x¯⊥-edges
either. So, M3(x) is equal to M2(x). Since there is no edge in M3(x) that is not in M2(x), no new edges arise later:
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for any derivation step n2, the sets Mn(x) and M2(x) coincide. Since M0(x) and M1(x) are included in M2(x), one
obtains the following inclusion for all derivation steps n ∈ N0:
Mn(x) ⊆ M2(x).
Every set Mn(x) consists of the edges that can be edges in an nth derivative of x. Hence, for n ∈ N0,
‖f n({x}) ⊆ Mn(x),
and together with the previous inclusion,
‖f n({x}) ⊆ M2(x).
In general, one has, for a word w ∈ Al consisting of letters only that occur in a second derivative of , and for a
derivation step n ∈ N0
‖f n({w}) =‖f n({w1}) ∪ ‖−→w1(o)f n({w2}) ∪ · · · ∪ ‖−−→wl−1(o)f n({wl})
⊆M2(w1) ∪ M−→w1(o)2 (w2) ∪ · · · ∪ M
−−→wl−1(o)
2 (wl)
=M2(w).
Since, the set M2(w) is ﬁnite for every word w, there are only ﬁnitely many subsets. For any word w, only ﬁnitely many
sets ‖f n({w}) with n ∈ N0 are different:
∀w : |{ ‖f n({w}) | n ∈ N0 }| < ∞.
In the sequel, three sets of edge sets are considered. They are called edge systems and are denoted by Kf , K and
Kg . Let Kf be deﬁned as the set of those edge sets that belong to derivatives of a derivation step obtained by length
constant endomorphisms only:
Kf = { ‖f n({}) | n ∈ N0 }.
Let K be deﬁned as the set of those edge sets that belong to derivatives of a derivation step where the endomorphism
applied last is length contracting:
K = { ‖(hm ◦ g)({}) | m ∈ N0 }.
The edge sets that belong to derivatives of a derivation step, where at least one endomorphism applied is a length
contracting one, are gathered in the edge system Kg:
Kg = { ‖(hm ◦ g ◦ f n)({}) | n,m ∈ N0 }.
The edge system Kf is a set of subsets of M2(). Since M2() is ﬁnite, also Kf is ﬁnite:
|Kf | < ∞.
Every edge set ‖(hm ◦ g)({}) of K can be written as ‖g(hm({})), which is equal to
k⋃
i=1
‖gi(hm({})),
and this is equal to
⋃
w∈hm({})
(
k⋃
i=1
‖gi({w})
)
.
The deﬁnition of the length contracting endomorphisms implies, for w = w1 . . . wl and i = 1, . . . , k:
‖gi({w}) =‖gi({w1}) ∪ ‖gi({w2}) ∪ · · · ∪ ‖gi({wl})
= ⋃
x∈[w]
‖gi({x}).
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Together with Lemma 3.6, this yields
‖(hm ◦ g)({}) =
k⋃
i=1
( ⋃
x∈[hm({})]
‖gi({x})
)
= ⋃
x∈[h2({})]
‖g({x}).
Hence, all edges lie on the following cross:
Since, it has only ﬁnitely many ‘subcrosses’, the edge system K is ﬁnite:
|K| < ∞.
Every edge set ‖(hm ◦ g ◦ f n)({}) can be written as ‖f n((hm ◦ g)({})) or⋃
w∈(hm◦g)({})
‖f n({w}).
Let u, v be two words with the same edge set. According to Proposition 3.8, the edge sets of the nth derivatives by
length constant endomorphisms are equal:
‖f n({v}) = ⋃
(q,x)∈‖v
‖qf n({x})
= ⋃
(q,x)∈‖u
‖qf n({x})
=‖f n({u}).
If two words have equal edge sets, the edge sets of the derivatives are also equal. Hence,
‖(hm ◦ g ◦ f n)({w}) = ⋃
‖v∈K
‖f n({v}) ⊆ ⋃
‖v∈K
M2(v).
Since M2(v) is ﬁnite for any word v with an edge set belonging to K and K itself is ﬁnite, the union
U = ⋃
‖v∈K
M2(v)
is also ﬁnite. Every element of Kg is a subset of U . Since the set U is ﬁnite, it has only ﬁnitely many subsets; hence,
Kg has only ﬁnitely many elements.
For every derivation step n ∈ N0, one has
‖f n({}) = ⋃
w∈f n({})
‖w
and f n({}) is ﬁnite. So, the ﬁniteness of Kf implies the ﬁniteness of the set
K ′f = { ‖w | w ∈ f n({}), n ∈ N0 }.
Similarly, for m, n ∈ N0,
‖(hm ◦ g ◦ f n)({}) = ⋃
w∈(hm◦g◦f n)({})
‖w
and (hm ◦ g ◦ f n)({}) is ﬁnite. The ﬁniteness of Kg implies the ﬁniteness of the set
K ′g = { ‖w | w ∈ (hm ◦ g ◦ f n)({}),m, n ∈ N0 }.
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The set KG of all edge sets of words generated by G is the union of K ′f and K ′g:
KG ={ ‖w | w ∈ hn({}), n ∈ N0 }
=K ′f ∪ K ′g.
Thus, KG is ﬁnite. Hence, also the picture language PG is ﬁnite. So, the following lemma is proved.
Lemma 3.9. If, for every letter x ∈ [h2({})] occurring in a second derivative of , the derivatives of x of the ﬁrst
three derivation steps by the length constant endmorphisms of f produce no other x-edge than (o, x), the picture
language PG generated by G is ﬁnite:
∀x ∈ [h2({})] : ‖xx = ‖xf ({x}) = ‖xf 2({x}) = ‖xf 3({x}) ⇒ |PG| < ∞.
This lemma is the second part of the equivalence supposed above. Thus, together with Lemma 3.5, the supposition
is conﬁrmed. The following theorem summarizes this result.
Theorem 3.10. The picture language PG generated by G is ﬁnite if and only if, for every letter x occurring in a second
derivative of , the derivatives of x of the ﬁrst three derivation steps by the length constant endmorphisms of f do not
produce an x-edge different from the edge (o, x):
|PG| < ∞⇐⇒∀x ∈ [h2({})] : ‖xx = ‖xf ({x}) = ‖xf 2({x}) = ‖xf 3({x}).
With this condition, one can decide whether or not a length constant sT0L system generates a ﬁnite picture
language.
Theorem 3.11. It is decidable in linear time whether or not an sT0L system generates a ﬁnite picture language.
Proof. Theorems 3.3, 3.4 and 3.10 yield the decidability.
The decision is even possible in linear time. This can be seen as follows: the type of the given system can determined
in linear time by checking the synchronization conditions for each derivative of a letter x ∈ A. For length contracting
and length expanding systems, the ﬁniteness is decided in constant time. For length constant systems, the condition
given in Theorem 3.10 has to be examined.
For any letter x ∈ [h2({})] (four at most), it is examined whether a derivative x′ of x by the length constant
endomorphisms produces an x-edge not starting at o.
If so, then ‖xx = ‖xf ({x}).
If the equality ‖xx = ‖xf ({x}) holds then it is examined whether there is a letter x ∈ [h2({})] for which another
letter y exists with y ∈ [f ({x})] and x ∈ [f ({y})] such that x yields different y-edges or y yields different x-edges or
all derived y-edges start at the same point and the resulting x-edge does not start at o.
If so, then ‖xx = ‖xf 2({x}).
If also the second equality ‖xx = ‖xf 2({x}) holds then it will be examined whether a letter x ∈ [h2({})] exists,
for which two other letters y and z exist with y ∈ [f ({x})], z ∈ [f ({y})] and x ∈ [f ({z})] such that x yields different
y-edges or y yields different z-edges or z yields different x-edges or all derived y-edges start at the same point and the
resulting z-edge yields an x-edge not starting at o.
If so, then ‖xx = ‖xf 3({x}).
In all other cases, the equalities ‖xx = ‖xf ({x}) = ‖xf 2({x}) = ‖xf 3({x}) hold.
Hence, for each occurring derivative, the edges produced are examined constantly often. Thus, the time needed for
decision is linear in the size of the system. 
4. Conclusion
In the present paper, synchronous, tabled, context-free chain code picture systems based on Lindenmayer systems
(sT0L systems) are studied with respect to the ﬁniteness of the picture languages generated. It is shown that it is
decidable whether or not an sT0L system generates a ﬁnite picture language.
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The systems considered are divided up in length contracting, constant and expanding systems. Length contracting
systems generate ﬁnite picture languages. Length expanding systems generate inﬁnite picture languages. Among the
length constant systems are those with ﬁnite picture languages and those with inﬁnite ones. The paper gives a condition
that allows to decide after the third derivation step, hence in linear time, whether an sT0L system generates a ﬁnite
picture language or an inﬁnite one.
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